
Create and record amazing video events with hosts and participants in multiple locations, 
for audiences of any size. From company broadcasts, town halls, or lectures and discussion 
panels, to training seminars, help your live events go from your meeting room and around 

the world with VC365.

Streams / records events directly from your VideoCloud meeting room
-

No infrastructure required
-

Broadcast to an audience of 10 people, or 10 million with the same service
-

Stream via our YouTube integration or custom streams using RTMP integration
-

Choose a public stream or a private stream with login requirements 
-

Manage the stream link via your room’s participant list in the dashboard



Create an “unlisted” stream to a nominated YouTube Live account, which is  not 
 publicly visible on YouTube, and only accessible with the unique URL link generated for 

each event. Share the link before, during, or after, with the audience of your choice.

Easily connect to the world’s leading streaming / recording platforms without having 
to solve complex technical compatibility. Generate the “stream key” via your chosen 

 platform and simply add to the unique RTMP event in the VC365 dashboard. 

Regular users can create new events without IT support. The scheduler tool lists only 
rooms the user has permission to access. Select the time and date, name the event and 

 generate the event links in moments. View your upcoming events in the dashboard. 

Room hosts can record from inside their meeting room with no prior scheduling. The 
 recording is broadcast by VC365 as a “private” stream to your chosen platform. Then use 

your platform to either make the live stream “visible”, or choose to review / share later.  

Both scheduled or on-demand events generate unique sharing links for streaming to the 
chosen third-party platform. As the event owner you have total flexibility in how to share 

these links in accordance with the account / privacy settings of your chosen platform.

Past events are organised and listed inside the user dashboard, where you can copy and 
share the recording link with whoever you want. Files are hosted by the chosen platform 
the event was broadcast to so you don’t need to worry about maintaining lots of data.

Tell me more...

Get in touch with the VideoCloud team at VideoCentric today.
www.vc365.vc   |   0118 9798910   |    sales@videocentric.co.uk
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